
MRR has been quite intrigued by this band the APOSTLES . For instance,
the literature they've included in and on their first four EPs is more
lengthy and more intense than almost any band to date . As stated in our
reviews of their first two releases, the accompanying info/opinions/lyrics
seem to be a confusing mixture of extreme right-wing views (almost like
classical fascist revolutionary ideology), extreme left-wing views, and
extreme anarchist views (of a direct action nature) . So, we asked the band
to write an article about their perspective(s), and hopefully the following
letter, article, lyrics, and opinions submitted by Andy will help clarify this
curious and committed band . Then again, maybe it won't.
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Hello MRR,
The reason for this letter being about 5

weeks late is because of a few major
catastrophes that have happened to us
since February : two large thefts and an
arson attack in which everything was lost.
If this letter has any black smudges on it,
it'll be because not all the charcoal has
been wiped off . Dave managed to salvage a
few things from the fire, but I think our
stickers went, and all our guitars and
band gear/equipment went up in smoke as
well . the local National Front are strong
suspects, but we are unable to prove
anything at the moment.

During this time since I've been
homeless, a local group of punks (who I'd
only got to know a couple of weeks
earlier) decided to give me a home in their
squat and subsequently they've more or
less adopted me : it's great . Two of
them-Oily and Martin-made a record with
me . I don't know what you'll make of it
(Dave hates it and intends to say so on
the fifth EP, along with some heavily pro-
gay and pro-feminist articles and
literature), but here it is anyway . All the
articles on the actual cover are by me, so
please don't judge Chris, Dave, or oily
and Martin by the contents of either the
cover or the record, as the whole project
was easily one of the most personal things
I've done so far--so much so that it could
be self-indulgent in parts . I don't know;
it's too early for me to judge yet.

Anyway, it's half past twelve in the
morning, I'm trying to type by
candlelight, there's no water or electricity
in this new place yet, and I'm having all
manner of trouble trying to see if what
I've typed has actually come out! I think
I'll continue this in the morning . Oh,
before I go, in case you're wondering what
happened to the third EP, it's just come
out .

Right, it's now a few days later, and I
can clearly see on this bright, sunny
afternoon . I hate hot weather . I had half a
pot of evo last night, except it wasn't
mine . It was Oily's, and he came back
this morning to find an empty tin! Myself
and AI (that's the geezer who drew the
front cover of the EP) finished its
contents and I decided that 'no more glue'
was the answer--well, until next time! 011y
came back after spending a couple of days
at Dig's place, where all he played was
tapes of American and Finnish hardcore
punk, which means 100 mph tuneless,
diabolical thrash . Honestly, I don't mean
to sound insulting, but what do you see in
.11 that noise? I mean, why listen to 50
bands playing the same noise when one
sounds just as 'good'? Perhaps I'm being
unfair? I don't know . ..

Dave had a word with me yesterday,
end it seems he's forgiven me for using
he APOSTLES name to spread my

due/views/crap on vinyl, although his gay
lib terrors are still going in print . Ah
well . We do the fifth EP soon, and it
should have the style/contents of the first
.ne if Dave and Chris have their way,

hich they probably will!
Unit & Peace And Martin



MAXIMUM ROCK 'N' ROLL.

"FUCK THE USA" The Exploited.
"I'M SO BORED WITH THE USA" The Clash.
"NEW YORK" The Sex Pistols.
"WHITE POWER" Skrewdriver.
"THINKING OF THE USA" Eater.

Race and Nation/Disgrace and Extermination? An article for Maximum R n R by The Apostles is
rather like a chess puzzle for The Cricketter by Danican Philidor . each is interesting and valid,
but neither are necessarily relevent to eachother . For this reason, I ' ve chosen a loose, freefor
style that could end up anywhere between Manhatten and Edinburgh, but I suspect it ' ll drop half
way in mid air and disappear under the sea in the Atlantic, to the tune of "Loving Awareness" as
Radio Caroline Yoko Ono's its' way across the radio/sea waves.

Chris calls himself a militant anarchist . He does not eat meat . He dresses a bit like a skinhead.
Dave calls himself Dave . He does not eat meat or anything with animal products in . He dresses
bit like Dave . I call myself Andy . I do not eat meat etc etc (see above) but I wear clothes because
I like the look of them . Others say "Oh, I see he ' s turned punk now?" while others say "How can
you where all that leather and studs if you're a vegetarian?" Ah, but I never said I was a veggie.
I don ' t eat my boots and my jacket and my trousers, or maybe these self-opinionated, bigotted
oh-so-holy vegetarian-from-the-suburbs types can't understand freedom? Dave has been referred
to as "gay" and "bisexual" and "queer" by lesser mortals . I have been referred to as a "closet
fascist" (which is absurd because I've never been closetted about my right wing views, although I
don't believe that politics is a topic worth getting upset about anyway) and a "mixed up wanker".
Hello Chantal & chums . . . meanwhile, back on the side of sane, rational people, I return to the
title of this wonderous piece of prose . Maximum Rock "n" Roll.

THE APOSTLES ARE NOT A ROCK AND ROLL BAND AND WE DON'T PLAY ROCK AND ROLL.
THE APOSTLES ARE NOT A POLITICAL BAND NOR DO WE PREACH POLITICS (except when
Chris gets carried away and starts plotting to overthrow and blow up everything in sight, though
who can blame him, I mean there's plenty of useless human garbage that needs exterminating -
The Governments of all countries, all monarchies and heirarchies, police, armies etc etc etc).
THE APOSTLES ARE NOT PART OF THE PUNK BAND ANARCHY CIRCUS THANK YOU V,MUC

I detest the recent influx of American television programmes that have recently plagued this land
with their endless Police hero third rate, overacted drama progs, their comedy shows with the
mansions and bi-ig cars and ever overflowing fridges full of pizzas and hamburgers and coffee,
BUT - I detest them because they are a product of a disgusting, decadent society based on greed
and callousness, NOT simply because they are 'American' . This is the difference between us and
The Exploited . they don't differentiate between what is the product of a nations' state and the
disaffected minorities within that nation . I don't believe you like Cop drama series any more than
we do . Perhaps I can see more realism in The Sweeney than Star sky And Hutch, but isn't it all
basically the same programme dressed up differently and with different accents?

Each topic could be dealt with at length and in detail, but I don't wish to take up any more room i
your paper than is necessary . We aren't a particularly well known band and I doubt whether we
are of particular interest to anyone reading M . R . &R . so I'll keep the article brief - I still can't
work out why you wanted us to write one anyway .' Never mind . You ask about The Apostles (sigh).
What can I say? LABELS perhaps, that's not a bad place to start . I am not a XXXX or a ****.
Why do people feel justified in defining Dave by his sexual orientation? Why do people believe
they have the right to define me by (what they mistakenly think of as) my 'political' views? Why
should anyone BE a 'punk' or an 'anarchist' or a 'straight' or a 'gay' or a 'black'? Such attitudes
result in a subtle but damaging form of self oppression and they restrict ones freedom of self
expression anyway. That deals, again bi'iefly, with 'labels' . I do not need somebody attempting to
put my whole personality and my complete character into a little box called 'politics' . A person
should be defined by their complete self, not the ideals/beliefs they hold nor yet any little aspect
of their persona . You don't judge an orange by its' pips, so one should not judge or identify or
otherwise define a person by any part of their whole self . The moment you call yourself a this or
a that (feminist/fascist/communist/anarchist/racialist/gay/straight/black/white/etc) you cease
to think of yourself as a complete human being . I believe strongly that if someone really feels
the need to define themselves by their sexuality or their maternal/paternal roles or their
politics, THEN THEY ARE CLEARLY INSECURE PEOPLE.

The song titles at the beginning of this diatribe show how freethinking and libertarian punk bands
are . I don't think we should be nice to the USA . Oh no, much better than that, my belief, and I
think I can safely say this is also Daves' belief, is that we should refute the definition of that
vast plot of land as being "usa" . Who says that this little island is " britain"? Did the Red Indians
call their land The United States Of America? Did the Celts call this island England or Britain?
What right have we, mere fellow animals on this vast planet, to call great slabs of life giving
land names? We attribute animals and other creatures with human characteristics, which is
totally uncalled for and also wildly irrational . We give names to land which does not belong to us.
Animals belong to nature . The Earth belongs to The Earth and the Creator itself. It takes a far
superior, higher force understand the nature of things and name them than us! Does this sound a
bit like some wierd religion to you? Maybe it does . Maybe it is?

You see, if you cease to look on yourselves as being "American", if we cease to regard you as
"American", if we cease to think of ourselves as being "British", then the very roots of racism
are challenged . How can you hate Americans if there are no Americans but just people? Does
this sound a bit idealistic to you? Maybe it does . Maybe it is?

"Do you really believe in Marx? Marx sucks . " (Crass) . When Bakunin, Neitche, Marx, Engels,
Proudhon, Hitler, Orwell and all those other poxy, hypocritical, intellectual tossers spouted all
their dogmatic, self-opionated crap, it gave rise to a sudden growth in political thinking and, as
a by product, produced the Dadaists and the Nihilists, both of which were movements far more
relevent and healthier than the boring, tedious and vastly inflated demagogs they were reacting
against . Marx does not help us open squats . Orwell does not help us fight court battles . Bakunin
does not help us fight political hot-heads hell bent on making the lives of ordinary people as
miserable and as borin : as their own, Do ou see what we are :ettin : at? Perhaps one of m
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greatest faults is the ability to encompass many subjects at once without actua ly exp 'lung wl
any degree of clarity my own thoughts on any of them without confusing just about everyone who
is patient enough to plough through my prose? Never mind, let's get on with it . ..

Anarchist/political bands spend huge amounts of time, money and effort into being as rich and as
famous as the very superstars they claim to detest . The first wave of punk bands in Britain have.
shown this to be true in a manner which was both obvious and sad. The present climate is none
too healthy either . Everyone wants to be king radical, they want to receive letters and be the
ones quoted in fanzines, they want to be recognised and they want to be important . Well, I say
'everyone' but I can believe (just) that there are maybe a few inspired, caring individuals with
enough compassion and enough integrity to see this farce for the charade it undoubtedly is . There
are hundreds of bands in (what we shall call) tl USA . How many of those bands really give two .
brass monkeys' bollocks what they're singing r.nout or how they treat their audiences? How many
anarchist, liberated and radical (what we'll call) British bands care about anything more than the
length of their dreadlocks or the price of smack? Perhaps this is - why I respect Skrewdriver mor
than most 'anarchist' bands, I prefer the lyrics of the latter but I prefer the honesty and the
dedication of the former . Crass are genuine and they have myself and Daves' trust, admiration
and respect and that, to a certain extent, is mutual . I can think of no other bands who are worth
more than a wry smile and a knowing glance at the cash register . Now wait for the cries of
"Blashphemy :-How dare you :" come from over the hills and far away, both sides of the Atlantic.
Well, let me ask you this : do you really want to have your photographs on fanzines and record
covers? Do you really want people to buy your records and know you by sight in the street? Do
you want to be well known? Do you want lots of people to come to your gigs? Do you believe in
bands and audiences? When you've answered those questions TRUTHFULLY, then ask yourself
whether you are a caring, politically motivated bunch of musicians.

Ah, yes, music, now there's another sore point . (Looks like this isn't going to be so brief after
all) . If we are to believe that 'British' and 'American' punk bands are so individual and so new
and so different then why do 90% of all those bands sound exactly the same as eachother, churning
out safe, contrived noise devoid of melody or rhythm? (Flipper, Husker Du, Chumbawumba and

Antisect are, I suppose, amoung the other I0%u who are successfully attempting to break away
from the clone-a-band contest .) Each band has music (I use the word loosely) in 4/4 time, each
track is fast, each number is short, each number uses vocals, guitar, bass and drums, each
sentiment is anti something or other and there are usually plenty of swear words for street cred.
So, spikey tops and shaven heads, where's your revolution? It's disappeared under a sea of
conformity, that's where . Why not try doing something original for a change? I'll tell you why -
because if you did something that was different/original/inspired then the public might not like
it, and they might not buy it, and you might not get well known, you might not be accepted, you
might not make any money and you might not be the safe, boring, contrived, derivitive set of
boredom battalions you are at present. Hal Look what happened to Alternative TV, H'm . Look
what happened to US when we played live gigs with backing tapes and synthasizers . . . but at least
we retained our dignity and our integrity . People want safe music . Your brothers and sisters
like Abba and Barry Manilow, so you say "Ah, that's safe music - be daring and get into punk ."
But if anything within your punk circle turns away from the safe narrow roads of restriction and
conformity, you'll probably be the first to say 'sell out' when in fact it is the bands who are
keeping to the nice, safe areas who are giving you all just what you want who are the real sell
outs . But who cares so long as it's a good fast noise and they all swear and say naughty things
about Reagun and/or Thatcher .?

THE APOSTLES are:
DAVE vocals/guitars by the dozen/bass guitar/tapes etc.
ANDY vocals every now and then.
CHRIS vocals/drums.
We so far have four records out but if you've read this far then you probably won't want them
anyway ; The first two are no longer available and we won't be repressing them either because
that's history and we've got to think ahead, not dream nostalgically about the past . If some
dealer says he's got a copy for £4 or $8 then tell him/her to go stuff it or steal it, because as
Chelsea said . "Collectors items? I don't give a damn . . ." The 3rd and 4th records, both of them
6 track EPs, are available from Rough Trade and Small Wonder - ah, sorry, only the 3rd one is.
The 4th one is only available from Small Wonder as the music press and record shops have, in
their entirety, decided to put a ban on it . Even Small Wonder may discontinue it, I don't know
yet . It seems no-one wishes to handle the record . You see, if you're going to say something that
could be construed as revplutionary or thought provoking then it has to conform to certain confine
or otherwise it gets banned. Free speech anyone?

Punks are generally too conservative to be taken seriously, and this is especially true in both the
USA and Britain . There ARE notable exceptions of course, and it is these exceptions who keep
the whole thing alive and kicking . But in general, everything these days has become too music
orientated, and this cannot be healthy because it pacifies people and drags them down into a safe
womblike existance . I believe that all gigs and all music should be banned for a month . Imagine
how angry and frustrated punks/freaks would get? There'd be riots after about a week' Music is
dangerous alright, mainly because it detracts from the main issue - and if people really want to
change society then going to endless gigs and getting drunk isn't the best method of doing it . We
want riots and new awareness combined, not hangovers and broken guitar strings . If you really
want anarchy then do something constructive, but if you want to build something more creative
and more genuine than anarchy (which is merely another thread in the tapestry of politics after
all's said and done) then you've got to start learning how to communicate with eachother, and I
don't think mindlessly pogoing to and getting drunk to noise machines made of beer, leather and
a lack of brains is really the way to start doing it . But then I'm in a band and we've done plenty
of thrash ourselves, so perhaps I should leave The Apostles and go to a mountain somewhere and
be a philosopher? H'm, too boring . Well, if you've read this far (that's if any of this article gets
used for anything other than arse wipe paper) thanks for being patient . Now you can forget what
you've read and go and headbang to Metallica or D . R . I . or something, okay?

3 ..
ndy Martin.

The Apostles, Box 4, I36 Kingsland High Street, Hackney, London, E . 8.



EVER FEEL LIKE
KILLING YOUR BOSS?
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